Experience-dependent emergence of a grouping bias
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ABSTRACT
Humans share with non-human animals perceptual biases that might form the basis of
complex cognitive abilities. One example comes from the principles described by the
Iambic-Trochaic Law (ITL). According to the ITL, sequences of sounds varying in
duration are grouped as iambs, while sequences varying in intensity are grouped as
trochees. These grouping biases have gained much attention because they might help
pre-lexical infants bootstrap syntactic parameters (such as word order) in their
language. Here we explore how experience triggers the emergence of perceptual
grouping biases in a non-human species. We familiarized rats with either long-short
or short-long tone pairs. We then trained the animals to discriminate between
sequences of alternating and randomly ordered tones. Results showed animals
developed a grouping bias coherent with the exposure they had. Together with results
observed in human adults and infants, these results suggest that experience modulates
perceptual organizing principles that are present across species.
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1. Introduction
To make sense of the world, human as well as non-human animals utilize a series of
perceptual organizing principles that help them interact with the environment in an
organized manner. For example, recently hatched chicks already display a behavior
compatible with the Kanizsa illusion: if reared in the presence of a partially occluded
object, they will later prefer a complete version of the object even if they have never
seen it before [1]. In the auditory modality, cotton-top tamarin monkeys complete
information lacking in conspecific calls, in a phenomenon similar to phoneme
restoration in humans. They respond to artificially modified calls just as they respond
to intact calls [2]. A key question in comparative cognitive research is to understand
how these organizing principles emerge. In the present study we focus on the
grouping biases described by the Iambic-Trochaic Law, and explore how the
appropriate experience might help to develop them.
The Iambic-Trochaic Law (ITL) was first proposed in the music domain [3]
and describes how sequences are grouped depending on specific cues. According to
the ITL, sequences varying in duration are grouped as iambs, with the strong element
at the end of the sequence. Sequences varying in intensity are grouped as trochees,
with the strong element at the beginning of the sequence. Recently, research on the
ITL has gained much attention because the general grouping principles it describes
have been found to apply to speech at the phrasal level [4], where pitch in addition to
intensity has been shown to characterize trochaic prominence, and might be at the
root of how human infants bootstrap complex syntactic regularities in speech. At the
phonological phrase level, in fact, trochaic rhythm characterizes object – verb
languages, and iambic rhythm characterizes verb – object languages, (e.g. [5]).
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Extensive experimental work has demonstrated that human adults and infants (e.g. [6,
7, 8, 9, 10]) group sequences according to the ITL.
However, there seem to be different timelines and conditions for the iambic
and the trochaic grouping principles to emerge. Trochaic grouping has been observed
from very early ages and across different linguistic backgrounds (e.g. [7, 8]). Iambic
grouping on the contrary appears only after 7 months of age (e.g. [9, 11]), and it
might be modulated by the listener’s native language [11, 12, 13]. This suggests that
experience likely plays a central role in the development of the iambic grouping
principle. More central to the present study, there is no evidence that the iambic bias
is present in non-human animals. It has been shown that when rats are presented with
sequences varying in pitch, they group them as trochees. However, when rats are
presented with sequences varying in duration, there is no evidence for any grouping
[14]. This raises the question of whether a non-human animal might develop this
grouping bias if given the appropriate experience. Here we tackle this issue by
exploring how the iambic grouping bias develops depending on experience.

2. Materials and Methods
Subjects	
  
Subjects were 22 Long-Evans rats (four males) of 4 months of age. They were fooddeprived until they reached 85% of their free-feeding weight. They had access to
water ad libitum. Food was administered after each training session. Half of the
animals were assigned to the Long-Short condition (LS, n=11) and the other half to
the Short-Long condition (SL, n=11).

Stimuli
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Stimuli were sixteen Alternating (AS) and 16 Random Sequences (RS). AS were
composed by the concatenation of 16 pure tones with a fundamental frequency of 440
Hz each. AS alternated short (200 ms) and longer tones (350, 400, 450 or 500 ms; see
figure 1), resulting in sequences such as (in ms) 200-350-200-500-200-400-200-450200-500-200-400-200-450-200-350. Half of the AS started with a short tone, and half
with a long tone. The same tones were combined at random to form the RS. In
Random Sequences there was no systematic alternation of short and long tones (e.g.,
450-500-200-350-200-200-200-200-450-400-400-200-500-350-200-200). Tones in all
sequences were separated by 200 ms. Every sequence lasted 8 sec and was faded 1
sec both at its onset and at its offset. This made individual tones at the beginning and
at the end of the sequences gradually more and less noticeable, respectively. We also
created eight tone pairs. There were four short-long pairs (420-525, 420-630, 420735, 420-840 Hz), and four long-short pairs (525-420, 630-420, 735-420, 840-420
Hz). Four of these pairs were used during familiarization (short-long 420-525, 420735; long-short 525-420, 735-420). The remaining four were used during the test. All
tones were synthesized with Amadeus II software at a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz, and
a sampling size of 16Bit. Fundamental frequency and duration of all tones are within
the range that rats can easily perceive (e.g. [15]).

Apparatus
For each experimental session, rats were placed in response boxes. A computer using
a custom made program presented the stimuli, recorded the lever-press responses, and
provided reinforcement. A Pioneer Stereo Amplifier A-445 and an E. V. (s-40)
speaker, located beside each box, were used to present the stimuli.
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Procedure
Before the experiment began, rats were trained to press a lever to obtain food pellets.
When the rats reached stable response rates, we started the discrimination training.
The discrimination training consisted of 30 sessions, 1 session per day. During each
training session, rats were placed individually in a response box. At the beginning of
each session, they were familiarized with two pairs of tones (two short-long tone pairs
for the animals in the SL Condition, and two long-short tone pairs for the animals in
the LS Condition). Each pair was repeated 10 times, for a total of 20 presentations
balanced across pairs. There was an inter-pair interval of 30 sec. No food was
delivered during familiarization with the pairs of tones. The purpose of this
familiarization phase was to provide the animals with the experience of a regular
group of tones (either short-long or long-short, depending on the condition). After
familiarization, thirty-two sequences (16 AS and 16 RS) were presented with an intersequence interval of 60 sec. The sequence presentation was balanced within each
session so that no more than 3 sequences of the same type would be presented in a
row. Every time an AS was presented, food was delivered after lever pressing
responses. No food was delivered, no matter how often the rat pressed the lever, after
the presentation of RS.
After 30 training sessions a test session was run. Instead of sequences, four
new pairs of tones were presented (two short-long and two long-short pairs). These
pairs were different from those used during familiarization. Each pair was presented
twice, so the test session consisted of eight test trials. Pair presentation was
randomized with the only restriction that no more than two pairs of the same type
were presented in a row. As in the training phase, there were 60 sec between the
presentations of each pair. Food was delivered after both short-long and long-short
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pairs. All experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with Catalan,
Spanish and European guidelines and received the necessary ethical approval by the
ethical committee from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra and the Generalitat de
Catalunya (protocol number 7872).

3. Results
Animals learned to discriminate between AS and RS during training. An analysis of
variance with the factors Familiarization condition (Long-Short, Short-Long) and
Sequence (AS, RS), showed differences between sequences (F(1, 116)=72.82,
p<0.005), but no differences between either familiarization conditions (F(1,
116)=0.159, p=0.69), or interaction between them (F(1, 116)=0.221, p=0.639). A
different pattern emerged during test. An analysis of variance with the factors
Familiarization condition (Long-Short, Short-Long) and Type of test (Long-Short,
Short-Long) revealed no main effects (Familiarization Condition: F(1, 20)=0.036,
p=0.85; Type of test: F(1, 20)=0.24, p=0.62). However, we observed a significant
interaction between the factors (F(1, 20)=11.23, p<0.005; see figure 2). For rats
familiarized with the long-short pairs of tones, the mean number of responses to longshort test pairs was higher (M=40.6, SD=6.88) than the mean number of responses to
short-long test pairs (M=35.66, SD=9.19; t(10)=2.35, p<0.05). Conversely, for rats
familiarized with the short-long pairs of tones, the mean number of responses to
short-long test pairs was higher (M=39.25, SD=10.47) than the mean number of
responses to long-short test pairs (M=35.57, SD=10.05; t(10)=2.47, p<0.05). That is,
the animals seemed to develop an experience-dependent grouping bias based on the
regularities presented during familiarization.
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One could argue that the differences observed during test are not related to the

development of a grouping strategy by the animals, but instead reflect a simple effect
of familiarity with the set of tone pairs (either long-short or short-long) that were
presented before training. However, this is unlikely to be the case, because the
specific tones used during test were different from those used during training. But it is
possible that the animals learned the relation between the tones (strong-weak or weakstrong) that were presented during familiarization, and that they were just responding
more to more familiar relations. In this case, reinforcement during AS would not have
been relevant for the pattern of responses observed during test. To explore this
possibility we ran a control experiment. This was identical to the previous
experiment, except that RS were reinforced rather than AS. This was done so that it
was not possible to establish a link during training between coherent groups (either
long-short or short-long) and food delivery. New animals (n=20, half for each
condition) were assigned to the LS and to the SL familiarization conditions. The
animals learned to discriminate between AS and RS (F(1, 116)=52.47, p<0.005)
during training, with no differences across familiarization conditions (F(1,
116)=0.118, p=0.732). However, during the test, there were also no differences in
responses across familiarization conditions (F(1, 18)=0.046, p=0.833), types of test
(F(1, 18)=1.228, p=0.282), or interactions among them (F(1, 18)=0.085, p=0.774).
The animals did not show any differences in responding to long-short or short-long
test pairs in this control experiment, independently of the condition (LS condition:
t(9)=0.492, p=0.634; SL condition: t(9)=1.25, p=0.242). When compared with the
results from the previous experiment, we observed a difference between them (F(1,
38)=7.678, p<0.01). More importantly, there was an interaction between experiment
and familiarization condition (F(1, 38)=4.139, p<0.05); while test responses were
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modulated by familiarization condition in the first experiment, no modulation was
observed in the control experiment. Thus, our results demonstrate that familiarization
by itself does not lead to differential responding to test pairs. It is only when animals
are reinforced for responding to specific alternating sequences that familiarized tone
pairs become relevant.

4. Discussion
We explored how experience might modulate the emergence of a grouping bias in a
non-human animal. The results suggest that passive exposure to a regular pattern
(either strong-weak or weak-strong sound pairs) leads animals to consistently group
sequences varying in duration as either strong-weak or weak-strong, depending on
familiarization. Research on the ITL in humans suggests that linguistic experience
modulates how sequences varying in duration are grouped. While speakers of
languages such as English or Spanish show a consistent weak-strong grouping bias,
speakers of languages such as Japanese of Basque do not [11, 12, 13]. To the best of
our knowledge, no strong-weak grouping bias has been reported in humans for
sequences varying in duration (although there is a trend in this direction for Japanese
speakers in the study by Iversen and collaborators [12]). Thus, speakers of verb –
object languages might be directed to iambic grouping biases by experience with their
language of exposure. Rats are very good subjects to address questions about the role
of experience in the development of acoustic biases. They are non-human animals that
do not use complex interspecific vocalizations as a mean of communication. They
thus do not have extensive experience in producing or processing biologically
relevant sounds that might give rise to the iambic grouping bias. In fact, when
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presented with sequences varying in duration, they do not tend to group them
consistently without the kind of pre-exposure presented here [14].
Human and non-human animals share a wide variety of perceptual abilities
that have been shown to lay the foundations for highly complex tasks. These include
the ability to detect both affixation-like patterns [16] and long-distance dependencies
[17]. A key issue is thus to understand the relevant variables that allow the
development of such seemingly universal perceptual abilities. In this context, the
present work highlights how experience might allow the emergence of grouping
biases that are shared across distant species.
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Figure 1.
Schematic organization of short and long tones on alternating, random and test
sequences.
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Figure 2.
Mean number of lever-pressing responses and standard error bars for Long-Short (LS)
and Short-Long (SL) test pairs depending on familiarization condition.

